
The proposal comprises the part demolition, remodeling and extending of a detached house including the excavation to create a lower ground floor and formation of a four storey side extension including loft rooms.

Removal of materials to be carried out by recognized Demolition Contractor with due care, attention and consideration given to Health and Safety regulations.  Relevant action to be taken to ensure safety to adjoining
properties and public.  Refer to Health and Safety Plan prepared by others.  Provide temporary support where necessary, as directed by the Structural Engineer, to any existing adjoining walls, during demolition.

To be in accordance with the Structural Engineer's design and details, taken down to a depth agreed on site with the Building Control Officer or 1000mm below adjacent ground level off solid bearing.  Reinforced raft slab
foundation or concrete trench fill foundations under new cavity work to Structural Engineer's calc.  As required stepped concrete footings to overlap by a minimum 300mm with a max rise 225mm.  1:2:4 conc mix and use
sulphate resisting cement as necessitated by ground conditions.  Cavity external work up to dpc in brickwork or Class A dense concrete blockwork with outer skin and lean mix concrete cavity fill up to adjoining ground level,
min 225mm below dpc, which is min 150mm above ground level.  Engineer and Architect to be informed of any voids or ground found to be unsound. Retaining walls to Structural Engineer's design.  Paved areas and raised

Drawings to be read in conjunction with Structural Engineer's calculations and drawings.  See Structural Engineer's calculations also for details and specification of all structural matters including beams, lintels and roof, etc.
Form trial holes to assess depth and construction of existing footings, additional works or upgrading to be in accordance with the Structural Engineer's requirements as found necessary.  All elements of Structure inc. roof
(Steel or timber beams) to be min ½ hour fire resistant, encased in min. 1 layer 12.5mm Gyproc Fireline plasterboard and setting coat finish or similar approved system.  Lintels to have min 150mm bearing each side.

Floor finish to client's requirement on 75mm thick reinforced sand cement screed with integrated under floor heating on 100mm 'Celotex GA3050Z' flooring grade polystyrene insulation board overlapping external wall
Newton system 500 by John Newton proprietary pimple sheet DPM or similar approved with lapped joints min 300mm sealed with double sided tape and girth jointing tape, on reinforced mass concrete raft / slab

to Structural Engineer's requirements and detail on blinding layer well-consolidated hardcore. DPM lapped with vertical DPC take vertically up inner face of retaining walls.  Perimeter channel at junction of retaining wall and

Newton system 500 by John Newton proprietary pimple sheet DPC against reinforced concrete retaining wall to Structural Engineer's calculation, Tanking to be continuous and lapped with floor Dpm laid to falls to under floor
gully and pump by 'Flygt' or similar approved as found necessary.  Mechanically fixed with Newton nuseal plug, joints sealed with newton waterseal tape, provide ventilation behind into room space. All in accordance with and

Internal finish of 13mm dense plaster on 100mm Topblock Topcrete 7N/mm² blockwork inner skin (density 1900 kg/m³), strength to Structural Engineer's calculations and loading requirements, 100mm Knauf DryTherm cavity
slab (0.036 W/mk) CFC / HCFC free. Stainless steel wall ties 750mm horiz. c/c, 450mm vert. c/c staggered pattern and 225mm vert c/c to jambs.  Masonry work up to dpc in brickwork or Class A dense concrete blockwork with

300mm nominal cavity work finished in part 103mm facing brickwork, zinc cladding and white polymer render system to be installed to manufacturers recommendation on 50 x 25mm treated s/w vertical battens  on 100mm
' blockwork, 100mm cavity filled with 100mm Knauf DryTherm cavity slab (0.036 W/mk) CFC / HCFC free, continue insulation below dpc overlapping floor insulation by 200mm, 100mm Tarmac

' blockwork or strength to Structural Engineer's requirements, finished internally with 2 coat 13mm plaster.  Stainless steel wall ties 750mm horiz. c/c, 450mm vert. c/c staggered pattern and 225mm vert
  Close cavities at jambs and cills with 'Thermabate' preprietary insulated closer with combined Dpc

(max 0.45 W/m²K) ensure windows set back min 30mm overlapping cavity.  Window frame head, jambs and cill to have mastic sealant externally and internally.  External and internal cill boards to be mastic sealed.  Cavity

New openings in cavity work to have concrete plank lintol over internally and steel box lintol with Dpc over externally as necessary to suit solid wall thicknesses or cavity type lintol with tray over, stop ends and weep holes.
Provide full DPC surround chased into masonry for new window jambs, head and cill with cavities closed onto Dpc as necessary.  Mastic sealant detail to opening surrounds and to external and internal cill boards.

 75mm thick reinforced sand / cement screed with integral under floor heating on 500 gauge polythene sheet vapour control layer lapped min 100mm up behind adjoining skirtings on 'Tarmac' Topfloor floor,
150mm deep pre-cast concrete beams and infill blockwork to Structural Engineer's requirements and Specialist Manufacturer design and levelling screed with horizontal dpc below bearings. Ceiling finished in 1 layer Gyproc

 20mm moisture resistant flooring grade T & G chipboard (min mass 15 kg/m²) on 50mm wide C16 S/W joists, depth to Structural Engineer's specification, @ 400mm c/c, spans as indicated on plan on wallplate
or joist hangers and new beams to structural engineer's specification.  Joists running parallel to external walls to have 30 x 5mm galvanised MS straps @ 1800mm c/c taken over 3no joists notched with noggins and screw
fixed at 150mm c/c, cranked and built into blockwork.  Solid bridging at mid-span.  Double joists or noggins under partitions.  Ceiling lined in 100mm thick mineral wool (min density 10 kg/m³) absorbent layer and 1 layer Gyproc

, Single Ply Membrane finish fixed to manufacturers recommendations on exterior quality plywood deck on
average 125mm thick 'Kingspan' TR21 roofboard insulation system (installed in accordance with manufacturers recommendations) or similar approved on underlay vapour check on exterior grade plywood deck on 50mm wide
softwood firrings on 50mm wide C16 softwood joists at 400mm c/c to Structural Engineer's design.  Line underside with 1000 gauge polythene vapour barrier and 12.5mm plasterboard ceiling. Flat roof laid to falls to outlet and

Pitched roof in slate on 38 x 25mm treated s/w battens on kingspan 'nilvent' breathable membrane untearable roofing felt allowing drape between rafters with min 25mm air space above insulation.   Softwood rafters at 48º
main roof to Structural Engineer's calculation, rafters on 100 x 50mm wall plates held down using 25 x 6mm galvanised m.s. vertical restraint straps @ 1200mm c/c built in 3 block courses down.  25mm softwood fascia board

Sloping ceilings (max 0.18W/m²k U-value) lined with overall 140mm 'Celotex GA4000' insulation, (100mm between rafters and 40mm continuous underneath).No recessed down lights to be fitted in sloping ceilings.
Loft ceiling (max 0.16W/m²k U-value) lined with 270mm Rockwool insulation, 100mm between joists and 170mm cross-laid over. Soffits in 1000 gauge polythene vapour barrier and 12.5mm plasterboard.  Insulated loft access

Code 4 lead flashing and cavity tray to junctions with cavity wall.  Apply patternation oil to lead as soon as practical to avoid staining lead to be fixed and detailed as recommended by Lead Sheet Development Association.
Code 4 lead cover flashings min 150mm high dressed under cavity tray.  Code 4 lead stepped flashing min 150mm upstand, soakers and stepped cavity tray to junctions with cavity wall.  Fixed with 50mm wide lead coated
copper clips at 500mm c/c max. with fixings max. 75mm from end.  Apply pattination oil to lead as soon as practical to avoid staining lead to be fixed and detailed as recommended by Lead Sheet Manual.  Cavity trays over

Generally to ground floor and spine wall in 100mm 3.5 N/mm² blockwork as required, built off reinforced slab to Structural Engineer's requirements, 2 coat plaster each side.  Blockwork wall min mass of 120 kg/m², or

Generally to ground floor in 100 0r 75 x 50mm softwood C16 studwork @ 400mm c/c with head and sole plates and horizontal noggins @ 1200mm c/c with 12.5mm plasterboard each side and wire reinforced 25mm

Softwood timber staircases, see structural engineer's details for floor trimming. 1000mm min clear widths with 14 equal risers @ max 190mm, 240mm goings (max pitch 42 deg).  Ensure min 2000mm headroom measured
.  Ensure min 400mm landings clear of door swings at bottom step.  16mm nosing overhang to treads and closed risers, 900mm high handrail guarding

All elements of structure to be ½ hour fire resistant with 12.5mm 'Fireline' plasterboard or similar approved cladding.  Landing and hallways to be ½ hour fire resistant protected route leading to final exit enclosure with 12.5mm
'Fireline' plasterboard or similar approved cladding to partitions and ceilings and min. 20 minute fire resistant doors.  Mains operated interlinked smoke detector at each level, sited min 300mm from wall or light fitting.
Ensure upper floor bedrooms to have a window for emergency egress having an unobstructed openable area of at least 0.33m² and at least 450mm x 750mm and cill height between 600 - 1100mm above floor level not more

External glazing to be timber or aluminium framed to achieve an average U-value of 1.6 W/m²K (external doors to achieve an average U-Value of 1.8 W/m²K).  Mastic flexible sealant and drainage joints as required by
Glazing areas exceeding 25% of

Glazing below 800mm for windows and 1500mm high for doors or screens to be safety glass to BS 6206 class C.  Habitable rooms to have light min 10% of floor area.  Rooflights to be 12mm double glazed with weather

Mechanical extract fans as indicated with high level ductwork 100mm dia recessed ductwork to laid within floor void to external air, weathering slate/collar or tile vent terminal to roof terminals.  Kitchens to have min 30
litres/sec at cooker hood or 60 litre/sec situated elsewhere.  Final routes of extract ducts to be agreed and determined on site when manufacturers recommended lengths of ducts are known, rigid ductwork as found necessary
to excessive lengths.  Bathrooms to have min 15 litre/sec, WC 6 litre/sec with min 15 minute overrun linked to light switches, separate transformers where sited near/over bath tub or shower to current I.E.E. regulations. Wc &

As found necessary and to Heating Engineer's recommendation and design, upgrade heating system with new wall hung room sealed gas fired boiler (minimum SAP seasonal efficiency 90.6%) with balanced flue, fan assisted
if required vertical, horizontal and sleeved protection, terminating min 300mm from adjacent openings with external wire guard if within 2000mm of walkway.  Cupboards containing boilers to have high and low level ventilation
for combustion air.  Providing instant hot water and wet system radiator heating with control thermostats and timer programmers, water and heating to have separate timer controls.  Insulation lagging to pipes.  Commissioning

Any water storage vessels to be fitted with temperature control device ensuring temperature does not exceed 100 deg. C. Bath tub to be fitted with temperature control device ensuring temperature does not exceed 48 deg. C.

110mm uPVC drains at, min 1 in 80 falls, with ring seal joints laid on a min 100mm pea gravel bed and 150mm granular side fill with 100mm back fill cover in, as dug, material.  Where less than 900mm cover provide a 100mm
thick concrete raft over, 100mm above pipe for full width of trench.  Where laid under building surround and back fill up to underside of floor slab to maintain flexibility.  Where passing below walls bridge over with pre-cast
concrete lintels and surround with flexible material.  All drains to be tested on completion.  New inspection chambers max 900mm depth invert in pre-formed Osma universal shallow 450mm dia Upvc unit with 150mm concrete
surround.  Man-holes over 900mm invert depth in 215mm class B engineering brickwork on 150mm concrete base.  Medium duty steel covers and internal to be double sealed bolted and recessed lid for floor finish.

Above ground 110mm uPVC stacks with large radius bend to base and rodding access.  SVP terminating with cage, min 900mm above opening window within 3000mm and provide weather slate/collar passing through roof.
Stub stack with air admittance valve to have vented boxing and access panel.  All appliances with uPVC waste branches to have min 75mm deep seal traps, diameter sizes 40mm for baths and showers, 32mm for whbs up to

Half round gutters as shown to 65mm uPVC down pipes to back inlet trapped gulleys to 110mm uPVC drains to combined surface and foul drainage system, to be confirmed prior to commencement.  Top grate access,
universal trapped gully outlets to yard areas or ACO type pre-formed channels with drain connections, to soakaways sited min 5m from building subject to perculation test or combined surface and foul drainage system, to be

Electrical commissioning certificate to BS 7671 to be provided by suitably qualified person in respect of the design, installation and testing of relevant electrical installations upon completion of the works.  Evidence of
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